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Introduction
Robert F. Cochran, Jr.

In his book American Lawyers and Their Communities, Thomas Shaffer
envisions a downtown street. On one side of the street is a house of worship; on the other is a courthouse. According to Shaffer, law schools train
lawyers to look at the religious congregation from the courthouse—that
is, to analyze the problems that the religious congregation creates for the
law. Law schools ignore the possibility that there might be a view of the
courthouse from the house of worship—that the law might create problems for the religious congregation.
Prophetic witness is discounted in law teaching. Our part of the academy,
more than any other, has systematically discouraged and disapproved of invoking the religious tradition as important or even interesting. It ignores
the community of the faithful so resolutely that even its students who have
come to law school from the community of the faithful learn to look at the
[religious congregation] from the courthouse, rather than at the courthouse
from [the religious congregation].

Shaffer encourages lawyers to “walk across the street and look at the courthouse from the church.”1
In the United States, of course, there are many churches and many synagogues, and increasingly many temples and mosques, at varying distances
from the courthouse, with quite different perspectives on it. In this book,
authors from a wide variety of religious traditions walk across the street
(or down the street or across the railroad tracks) and look at the courthouse from our religious congregations.
Our primary goal is to be faithful to our own religious traditions. Most
of us believe in a God who is concerned about the things of this world,
1
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and we want to be faithful to his teaching. We write in the hope that readers will think more deeply about the way that their own religious traditions view law. Each author provides a summary of the way that his or her
religious tradition looks at law and the way that his or her religious tradition might approach one legal issue currently facing the United States.
Few of us would claim to present the approach that our tradition takes on
the issue we address. We acknowledge that within each of our religious
traditions there are other people who would reach different conclusions.
There are different views of the courthouse from within each religious
congregation.

A Prophetic Voice
Though our primary goal is to be faithful to our own traditions, we also
believe that bringing religious perspectives to law will be good for law.
While we acknowledge that great evil can be done in the name of religion
—most of us confess that great evil has been done at times in the name of
our own traditions—we believe that the religions that are likely to inﬂuence American law are likely to have a positive inﬂuence on law. The central moral teaching of most faiths is something like the Golden Rule—“do
unto others as you would have them do unto you.” The moral teachings
of our religious faiths encourage justice and care for the neighbor, and
though they may have greatly differing visions of justice and care, those
goals are a better starting point for law than the likely alternative, selﬁshness. Religious understandings of law are especially important for the sake
of the powerless. On many issues, from slavery to child labor to civil rights
to immigrant rights, religious congregations have served (with others) as a
check on the state. Some of history’s greatest social evils arose because religious believers failed to view law through the critical vision of their faith.
In Nazi Germany and the Jim Crow South, the great fault of many Christians was their failure to act on the basis of their religious values. If law is
to be humane, it may need divine guidance.
At times our traditions have served as a corrective to the state, but at
other times they have served as tools of law. There is a danger that religious faith will be co-opted by the state. It is important that religious congregations remain independent—that they remain able to serve a prophetic role to the state. We need authentic religious faith to act as a check
on civil religion (a “faith” that too often merely supports the status quo).
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There is a danger that in the prayers and songs for our nation, “stand beside her” will drown out “and guide her, through the night with the light
from above.”

Religious Convictions in the Public Square?
Some argue that basing laws on religiously grounded values is incompatible with liberal democracy. For example, John Rawls suggests that citizens
set aside every aspect of their personality before considering public policy
issues.2 Such proposals are contrary to our history and undemocratic. The
founding of the United States was based on the belief that tyranny violates
“the laws of nature and of nature’s God.”3 Tocqueville recognized a few
decades later that religion is the foremost of our political institutions. Under Rawlsian rules of public discourse, we would have been deprived of
Lincoln’s second inaugural address and Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “Letter
from a Birmingham Jail.”4
It is also undemocratic to suggest that religious people should enter the
public square as other than who they are. In a democracy, law is supposed
to be the product of a conversation based on who people really are. Religious discourse may be heated, but identifying differences and addressing
them frankly is what democracy is all about. To exclude some people from
the discussion is to abandon the hope of democracy. As Kent Greenawalt
has noted, at the roots of positions on all sides of many public policy matters are nonrational convictions.5 To exclude holders of religious convictions, but not holders of secular convictions, would be mere prejudice.
Some argue, however, that though it is appropriate to base one’s positions on religious convictions, religious language should stay out of the
public square.6 Public argument should take place in a form of moral Esperanto, a language that is accessible to all citizens. For some, this is a matter of democratic conviction—religious discourse excludes those who do
not share the religious language. For others, the argument for secular language is pragmatic—we are unlikely to persuade fellow citizens in language that they do not understand.
But limiting public discourse to secular terminology will severely limit
the conversation in the public square in several ways. First, such a limit
will exclude some people from the public square. Some citizens are not
bilingual; some never learned to speak Esperanto. To exclude those citizens who cannot express their ideas in religiously neutral terms would be
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inconsistent with the democratic desire to include all citizens in the conversation.
In addition, requiring citizens to speak a form of moral Esperanto in
the public square will limit the sort of ideas that can be expressed. Some
deeply held viewpoints can be expressed best in religious terms. Just as
Esperanto was based on European language, moral Esperanto generally is
the language of the European Enlightenment—the language of rights,
equality, and individualism. It is not neutral language, and he who controls the language controls the debate. Secular public policy discourse generally becomes a matter of “rights talk”7 and utilitarian balancing of material interests. Ideas always lose something when they are translated from
one language into another. For example, it is difﬁcult to justify the dignity
of the individual person in other than religious language—the person is
sacred, a child of God, a bearer of the divine image. A “secular language
only” rule might ultimately diminish the value of the person.
Finally, there is a danger that requiring that all argument be expressed
in secular language will limit the development of religious understandings
of law within congregations. If some ideas are not easily expressed in secular language, a requirement that people speak only in secular language will
lead religious groups to develop only those aspects of their tradition that
can be expressed in such language.
We agree that religious argument should aspire to express itself in ways
that can be understood by others—indeed, that is one of the purposes of
this volume—but it is better that the public understand the underlying
religious bases for an argument than that such justiﬁcations be stiﬂed. We
may need to understand one another at a deeper level in order to ﬁnd
common ground or a basis for compromise.

Candid Discourse and Mutual Understanding
We write in the hope that this book will generate conversations among
those of various religious traditions and that those conversations will yield
mutual understanding. Thoughtful commentators have expressed varying
views of the possibilities of such a conversation. As George Marsden has
noted, “Ultimately we do not solve all of the rules of pluralism by better
communication and more ‘dialogue.’ The more we understand each other
the more likely we are to also discover some fundamental differences.”8
Alasdair McIntyre notes, “From our rival conclusions we can argue back
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to our rival premises; but when we do arrive at our premises argument
ceases and the invocation of one premise against another becomes a matter of pure assertion and counter-assertion.”9
But it may be that there will be more agreement on premises than
McIntyre suggests. C. S. Lewis identiﬁes a common Tao, a set of moral values shared across cultures. As he demonstrates, there is broad agreement
among cultures on many basic issues of morality.10 Many common values
are so well established (e.g., the value of human life, the dignity of the human person) that we overlook them. As Jeffrey Stout notes, “overlapping
consensus” does a substantial amount of “ordinary justiﬁcatory work.”11
When we look at our present disagreements, we may see little hope of
resolution. But when we look at our history—the civil rights movement
being a notable example—we can see areas where common understandings have emerged. As Anthony Cook said of Martin Luther King, Jr., “He
showed us that as we go deeper into our traditions, we discover commonalities.”12 Some religious traditions have been persuaded by the others.
Calvinists came to support religious freedom; Catholics came to support
democracy. Our history also shows, however, that these conversations are
not easy. It took hundreds of years of conversation and struggle within
and among religious traditions to resolve questions about race, slavery,
civil rights, religious freedom, and democracy.
For such a conversation to be effective, participants must respect one
another, seek to understand one another, and seek to persuade one another.13 Note that respecting one another does not preclude attempting to
persuade one another—engaging in thoughtful argument with someone
can be one of the foremost signs of respect. Participants must be willing to
think critically about their own traditions—whether religious or secular.
With dialogue may come empathy and a new appreciation of the other.
Religious discussions may lead to mutual understanding and common
ground; a deeper understanding of one another’s positions may lead us to
identify unseen possibilities; reﬂection may yield transformation.
The success of this conversation is extremely important. The eruption
of terrorism and violence throughout the world is, in part, the result of
the lack of democratic dialogue across religious boundaries. Secularization
is not the answer. Many (most) of the people in the world see the world
through religious lenses. Secularization, which by some readings served to
stop the wars of religion, may now serve as a catalyst to new wars of religion. In Western Europe, the most secular region of the world, excluding
and ignoring religious voices now serves as a cause of violence. That is not
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to suggest that interreligious discourse is a panacea. Many religious voices
are intolerant and seem to have no interest in religious dialogue. Many of
the issues in this book have no apparent solution that will be satisfying to
all concerned. If there is to be a clash of civilizations, let us pray that it will
be a clash of words, in democratic dialogue, rather than a clash of arms.
As to some issues, we may just need to muddle through. Philosophers
and theologians can talk forever at a theoretical level about morals, but
voters, lawyers, judges, and legislators must make decisions. Ideally, discourse will build consensus, but if consensus about some area of law cannot be reached, decision-makers may have to resort to other options. One
option is to leave law out of an area of life, to leave an issue to private decision. Private individuals can choose whether to go to church, whether to
own slaves, whether to pollute, whether to have abortions. Removing law
from an issue leaves it to private conscience and persuasion. To take law
out of an issue promotes freedom, but it may yield injustice. Hopefully, at
the end of the day, conversation about public issues will yield consensus. If
not, in a democracy, we vote. In one sense, voting is the last resort in a democracy, but in another sense it is not—after the vote, we begin the conversation again.

The Authority of Law
The future of our democratic republic may turn on its ability to involve
people of various faiths in a discussion of law and our common life. Law
in the United States relies primarily on voluntary compliance. As Arthur
Leff noted in his classic law review article, when someone (whether private
individual or governing authority) makes a demand on people, they reasonably respond, “Sez who?”14 If law is not based on the moral and religious beliefs of people, obtaining compliance with it becomes merely a
matter of force.15 If law is contrary to the deepest beliefs of a people, they
will not support it. As occupying forces have learned in India, Vietnam,
Afghanistan, Northern Ireland, and elsewhere, even overwhelming military force will not easily establish the rule of law over a people who have
not bought into it. As many of these examples illustrate, legitimacy is
likely to be in part a matter of religious legitimacy.
If the state does not reﬂect the deepest values of its people, there are
three unpleasant possibilities. If the state is weak, it will be unable to enforce the law; there will be anarchy. If the state is strong, Big Brother will
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be everywhere; there will be a police state. Finally, if the state is seen as unconnected to its constituents, people will retire to their separate communities, with little sense of commitment to the commonweal. When times
are good, such a society can maintain an uneasy tension. But during times
of war, economic crisis, or civil disturbance, it will be difﬁcult to rally the
nation to necessary sacriﬁce. For people to support the civic order, they
must believe that it reﬂects their values. Of course, in a state made up of
diverse religious communities, like the United States, ﬁnding agreement
may be difﬁcult. It is our hope that this book will assist the search for
common ground.

Repression?
Some people fear that attention to the religious bases of law will lead to an
intrusive, repressive, totalitarian regime. They can certainly point in history to periods of religious oppression. Many religious people came to
America to escape persecution at the hands of other religious people. Unfortunately, the ﬁrst thing that many of them did when they arrived on
these shores was to deny freedom of religion to others. But it was through
religious discourse that ﬁrst free exercise and then nonestablishment became the norm. What emerged in the early years of the republic were
states that protected the free exercise of religion and rejected established
churches but adopted laws built on religiously-grounded moral values. At
times those values worked to the beneﬁt of the needy, but at other times
they served the cause of oppression—some Christians used religiously
grounded moral values to justify slavery, racial discrimination, and religious discrimination. But in many cases it was through thoughtful analysis
within religious communities that the current consensus opposing these
injustices developed. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “Letter from a Birmingham
Jail”—written to a group of that city’s religious leaders—is an example of
such religious discourse. We hope that this book will encourage thoughtful
—rather than unthoughtful—evaluation of law by religious communities.

This Book
Selecting the religious traditions to include in this book was a challenging
task; there are over one thousand religious denominations in the United
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States. But many of our religious traditions draw from the same sources in
their views of law. For example, most of the mainline Protestant groups
are heavily inﬂuenced by John Calvin in their view of law.
The choice of traditions to include in this volume was based on several
factors. In part it was a matter of numbers—in a democracy, numbers are
a gauge of political strength, and political strength is likely to have a big
impact on law. Most of the groups represented in this volume have a signiﬁcant number of members in the United States.
I also wanted to include the broad range of positions that American citizens take toward law. Where there is a range of views on a particular issue, I tried to include groups on opposite ends of that range. For example,
on the question whether Christians should attempt to inﬂuence law, Calvinists advocate that religious faith control law, Anabaptists are reluctant
to use law, and other Protestants fall somewhere in between; this book
contains essays on Calvinist and Anabaptist views. On the question of the
centrality of Jewish scripture as a source of guidance, Orthodox Jews look
most strongly to the Torah, Reform Jews look to a broad range of other
sources, and other Jews fall somewhere in between; this book contains essays presenting Orthodox and Reform views.
I could have attempted to arrange the essays in this book in any of several patterns. Political inclination did not work well, because within many
religious traditions there are people with widely varying political commitments. For example, many political activists at the front of each American
political party are motivated by a Calvinist vision of transforming the
state to reﬂect God’s priorities. Baptists, who at one time wanted merely to
be left alone by the state, are now much more politically engaged. Though
this is not a book about history, I decided to place the traditions roughly
in the order in which they ﬁrst came into a position where they could have
a signiﬁcant role in the American conversation about law (whether or not
they actually did). Historical order has the added beneﬁt of breaking the
essays roughly into Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, and new immigrant faith
sections.
Readers will note that the essays have very different styles. To some extent, the styles reﬂect the different styles of the religious traditions represented. Augustinians, Calvinists, those within the Churches of Christ,
Orthodox Jews, and Natural Law Catholics tend to be analytical. Other
traditions tend to be more relational, more conversational. These essays
reﬂect both the variety of styles and the variety of positions found within
American religious faiths today.
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Chapter 1

Augustine
Augustine and Law
Elizabeth Mensch
The Augustinian perspective on justice raises paradoxes deeply rooted in
Augustine’s description of self, society, and world. Augustinian reality is
darkly tragic, inevitably riddled with signs of human sin; yet it is also, simultaneously, a world shot through with surprising signs of abundant
grace. For the Augustinian, this radical intermixture of sin and grace
marks every aspect of human life.
Augustine points to an unrelenting darkness of indescribable depth.
“Whose eloquence,” he asks, could “number and weigh the woes of this
mortal condition?” (CG XIX 4).1 Deformity and disease sap strength from
mind and body; treachery and cruelty may lurk beneath the tranquil surface of family life; friends may be enemies, and enemies friends. This
gnawing uncertainty which undercuts trust “is a kind of ignorance similar to madness,” Augustine comments (CG XIX 8). Even true affection
brings anxiety and loss, since disasters and death stalk those we love. Similarly, the external peace of the city is fragile and deceptive: legal trials both
signify and intensify internal divisions, implicitly representing, in muted
form, the ever-present threat of civil war. Huge empires achieve broad
unity, as with the Pax Romana of Augustine’s day, but their supposed universality rests on a foundation of suffering: “how many great wars, what
slaughter of men, what outpouring of human blood have been necessary
to bring this about?” (CG XIX 7).
In the midst of this darkness, however, signs of God’s love and peace
abound, often in unlikely places: “What tigress does not purr softly over
her cubs and lay her ﬁerceness aside while she caresses them? What kite,
solitary as he is while he hovers over his prey, does not take a mate, make a
nest, help to hatch the eggs, rear the chicks, and preserve with the mother
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of his family, as it were, a domestic society which is as peaceful as he can
make it?” Even within the grim physicality of death, inside a decaying carcass itself, insects busily eat the remains and “all those little bodies . . .
serve their little spirits in the peace that preserves their lives,” while the
carcass, “particle by particle,” unites with the elements and “passes away
into this peace” (CG XIX 12).
Although Augustine’s thought thus deﬁes linear description, this most
irreducibly Christian of the major political theorists has exerted an unshakable inﬂuence on centuries of legal thought, secular as well as Christian. That legacy, however, eludes categories. For example, Augustine
helped to lay the foundation for a highly institutionalized and politicized
Catholic authority, but his writing helped to inspire Luther’s challenge to
that authority, and also subsequent experiments in church/state separation. His analysis of knowledge and language ranks Augustine among
postmodernists in epistemological sophistication, yet he found in the human mind tools for understanding even divine mysteries like the Trinity.
Although he seemed to counsel submission to all government, including
tyranny, some have found in his work hope for human freedom, and for
deﬁantly new beginnings even in the face of numbing totalitarianism.
Beneath these contradictory directions lies a unifying problem, the “Augustinian dilemma.” That dilemma has two sides: ﬁrst is the inescapable
need for legal authority in an imperfect world where sin is always pressing
human reality; second is the equally inescapable Christian illegitimacy of
every exercise of domination over others, an illegitimacy that deﬂates any
human claim to be doing real “justice.” For Augustine, the exercise of legal
force, never untainted by the evil of coercion, is at best only a tragic necessity, a sad reminder of sin; yet the peace it brings, though tainted and imperfect, is nevertheless a real good, an instance of the harmony willed by
God, and therefore a sign of grace.
Therefore, scholars after Augustine who attempted to construct an
unassailable ethical foundation for the legitimacy of legal force (from
Thomas Aquinas in the Middle Ages to John Rawls in recent times) were
writing in implicit response to the Augustinian critique of law. Conversely,
utopians who proposed the perfectibility of society without law (from
millennialist Christian sects of the Middle Ages to secular Marxists) were
in effect trying to counter the Augustinian insistence on sin’s inevitable
power and the need to contain it. Indeed, our own constitution can be
read as Madison’s Augustinian concession to political reality: the natural
Eden of the New World had produced, not new Adams, but divisive, self-
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ish factions that, Madison concluded, could not be transformed into a
model of perfect political virtue—only channeled and balanced within an
artiﬁcial framework of legalized institutions.
Augustine thus stands as a brooding presence in the history of legal
thought. He posed dilemmas that remain at the core of any deﬁnition of
“justice,” yet he also found hope even (and precisely) in our inability to
ﬁnd certain answers. Augustine wrote during the waning of the Roman
Empire, and legend has it that this linguistic skeptic wrote more than any
one person could ever read. Before his conversion, the restless quest for
both philosophic truth and success in Roman public life had led, by his
own admission, to inﬂated pride, but also to mounting discontent. With
sadness he had given up a woman he loved, the mother of his son, because
as a “concubine” (a semilegalized but inferior status) she could not be a respectable wife; yet he could not renounce his search for sexual pleasure.
Only conversion to his mother’s Christianity, a faith he had previously rejected as insufﬁciently philosophic, brought the promise of peace, of ﬁnally coming to “rest” in God (Conf. 1, 5).
After his conversion, as bishop in North Africa of the established
Church, Augustine exercised quasi-judicial as well as religious authority.
From the Romans he inherited a model of justice drawn in its general assumptions from the Greek celebration of reason and strikingly similar to
modern accounts. As recounted by Augustine, that model presupposed, in
the admired words of Cicero, the true commonwealth as “a group of rational beings bound together by a common rule of right and a community
of interests.” Within the commonwealth, reasoned justice meant giving to
each “his or her due” (CG XIX 22).
That Roman deﬁnition foreshadowed modern social compact theories of justice: people unite to protect their interests, joining a polity
pledged to protect those interests according to a principle of “right.” John
Locke drew on ancient models when he described the protection of our
rights to life, liberty, and property as the just aim of government—an aim
that with Jefferson became protection of “life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness.” Such rights-based social contract models are, arguably, implicitly retributivist: criminal punishment is what the criminal is “due”—
even owed—by the state, as a matter of right.2 Violating the rights of another person means violating the norms of one’s own reason, which require equal respect for the autonomy of the other; the criminal is legitimately punished for, in effect, violating the “right” of each party to the
crime.
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For the Romans, however, the self was not quite an originally “private,”
pre-political individual who joined a “public” state but whose rights remained essentially private, as we tend to conceptualize the relationship.
Instead, the relation was one of microcosm and macrocosm: the citizen
was an inner version of the polity, and politics deﬁned the self. By GrecoRoman tradition, within each well-ordered citizen reason governed disruptive passions, like lust or rage, which threatened the calm discipline of
virtue. Similarly, within the well-ordered household the citizen-father imposed the reasoned calm of male discipline on the potential irrationality
of wife, children, slaves, and animals. So too, within the polity virtuous
authority meant the imposition of reason and structure on the otherwise
diffuse, threatening masses.3 Discipline of self and family was thus reciprocally related to legality within the polity. In every case the boundary
of reason protected an inner order against an ever-present presupposed
threat, just as the internal order of Rome itself required territorial defense
against the hoards at the outposts.
Augustine argued by reference to the micro/macrocosm model but also
dramatically disrupted its terms and thereby undercut the Ciceronian definition of justice. To state his analysis in broad terms, Augustine challenged the Roman model of the self, with its focus on reason’s struggle
against the passions. After intense self-examination, as recounted in the
Confessions, he concluded that the problem of sin lay not in the passions
but in the internal divisions of the will, where the prideful preference for
self over God dislocated the once perfect alignment of Adam’s will with
God’s. This original dislocation, he insisted, reproduced itself in divisions
that marked every aspect of inner and outer life, including the exercise of
a never unsullied “reason.”
Reaching outward from the self, Augustine argued that the same dislocations replicated themselves in inevitable divisions within family and
polity. Human societies began with Cain’s jealous slaughter of Abel, and
Rome was founded when Romulus murderously seized power from his
twin brother. Mindful of the power of those myths, Augustine described
politics as a history of conﬂict, a history obfuscated by bland Ciceronean
accounts of reason and common interest. He refused, too, to be beguiled
(as were many Revolution-era Americans) by legends of Rome’s golden
age of robust republicanism, as if the problem of political legitimacy could
be ascribed to modern corruptions of earlier idyllic political virtue; and he
resisted terms that implied false unity:
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For the Romans always lived . . . surrounded by the disasters of war and the
shedding of blood which, whether that of fellow citizens or enemies was human nonetheless. The joy of such men may be compared to the fragile
splendor of glass: they are horribly afraid lest it be suddenly shattered. . . .
[Therefore let] us not allow ourselves to be swayed by idle bombast. Let us
not allow the edge of our attention to be dulled by the splendid names of
things when we hear of “peoples,” “kingdoms,” and “provinces.” (CG IV 4)

If the problem of self and polity lay in sin as an original dislocation of
the will, the solution did not lie in summoning up yet more heroic reasoned virtue, to do more violent battle within self or polity. It lay instead
only in the healing power of grace—in the experience of a supra-abundant love of God and neighbor which alone brought both inner peace and
outer harmony. Once capable of such healing, however, the self became a
citizen, not of this earthly city, with all its boundaries, defenses, and divisions, but of the City of God. This heavenly City, this mystical unity that
could never be institutionalized on earth, was characterized by a continual
reciprocity of love and therefore by true peace and real “justice.” Its foundation lay not in the exercise of power and “reasoned” legal violence but in
the self-sacriﬁcial powerlessness and boundless (unjustiﬁed, unreasonable)
forgiving love of Christ.
Acceptance of that love, through grace, began the Christian’s release
from inner division, but it also made the Christian an alien to the legal
forms of earthly justice—estranged from its harsh relations of power and
coercion. In Augustine’s famous formulation, drawn from John 17, the pilgrim on earth was “in” but not “of ” the world. Nevertheless, to be “in” the
world meant being dependent on its outward, legalized forms—needing
“the peace of Babylon” even while being “delivered from Babylon by faith”
(CG XIX 26).
Therefore, the peace offered by the polity would never replicate the
peace of the City of God. As an artiﬁcial human construction, designed to
perpetuate power, the polity was marked by inevitable self-contradiction:
for purposes of governance it summoned up and depended on the same
prideful lust for power (as in the politician’s ambition for ofﬁce and inﬂuence) that, unchecked, threatened precisely the peace that the polity
claimed to preserve. Nevertheless, in the face of unrelenting human sin
—even the pilgrim was not completely healed—that artiﬁcial peace was
preferable to the violent chaos that would follow its dissolution. Thus, in
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contrast to many early Christian paciﬁsts, Augustine allowed that the city
on earth, whatever its form, could claim the loyalty of Christians, even in
warfare. The concession was striking because Augustine abhorred war, not
only for its bloodshed but also because it did violence to the sensibilities
even of victorious rulers, who perversely long to discover the wickedness
of others in order to justify combat, for they must “have someone to hate
or fear in order to have someone to conquer” (CG IV 16).
Augustine’s formulation of two cities, in contrast to the one all-deﬁning
polity of Roman jurisprudence, set in motion the famous dialectical relationship between the City of God and the earthly city, a dialectic that
dominated political thought for centuries, as theorists struggled to defend
the legitimacy of cities on earth, which could never quite be the City of
God. That dialectic also meant that the Christian stood in paradoxical relation to existing legal forms—bound even by love of neighbor to serve
the earthly peace that law brought but acutely aware that its legitimacy
was provisional, contingent, and inevitably rooted in sin.
The same dialectic meant that the church played an ambiguous role.
Clearly the church was “in” the earthly city and, even, “of ” it: in a world
characterized by an intermixture of sin and grace, no institutional church
could claim to be the City of God. Indeed, Augustine denounced (even labeled heretical) the divisive goal to achieve complete ecclesiastical purity:
since nobody is sinless, Augustine insisted, only God could separate the
wheat from the tares; attempting such separations on earth represented
prideful failure of Christian charity. Moreover, as an earthly institution,
the church could never be unsullied by politics. Augustine himself summoned, albeit reluctantly, political authority to help quash inﬂuential, disruptive outbursts of heresy; partly because of Augustine himself, therefore,
Christian doctrine could never claim autonomy from coercive power relations. Nevertheless, equally clearly, the peace that the church offered, when
it held out the model of Christ and the means of salvation, was the antithesis of the peace of the earthly city—as antithetical as the contrast between the humility of Christ’s self-emptying renunciation of power (the
founding moment of Christian freedom) and Romulus’s proud and fratricidal seizure of power (the founding moment of Roman justice).
A broad description of his analysis cannot capture the complexity of
Augustine’s commentary; it does not even quite explain his rejection of
Cicero. A fuller (although still superﬁcial) explanation requires that we
move back to the Augustinian description of the self, which was the starting point for his analysis of family and polity, even as politics would then
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move back to implicate the self. Speciﬁcally, Augustine’s understanding of
sin and redemption determined his understanding of justice and led to his
conclusion that the law of the polity could never achieve real justice.
Augustine is well known for citing sexuality as a sign of original sin.
“Sign” did not mean “cause,” however. The troubling force of sexuality was
not “passion” overcoming “reason” but was simply an outer, visible sign of
deeper inner dislocations and divisions. The capricious nature of sexuality
intrigued Augustine because its pesky, persistent insistence on having a
will of its own in deﬁance of the self ’s own highest yearnings replicated
the original human choice to disobey God. Such perversity was a sign of
a will at every level deeply divided even against itself. As Augustine described his own yearning to serve God, “it was I myself who willed it and I
myself who did not will it. It was I myself. . . . Therefore, I was at war
within myself, and I was laid waste by myself ” (Conf. 8, 10).
Memory, for Augustine, was at least as mysterious as sexuality. Existing
in time, the self knew its own identity as self only by its own memory, yet
memory was as variable and unstable as sexuality, as prone to frustrating
lapses and obsessive intrusions. Much remained hidden in the mind’s
murky, cavernous depths, beyond the willed capacity for retrieval. We
were thus always hidden from ourselves, yet aware of ourselves at the same
time. No less than modern philosophers and scientists, Augustine knew
that understanding the mind was a prodigious challenge: “Lord, I truly labor at this task, and I labor upon myself. I have become for myself a soil
hard to work and demanding much sweat. . . . Consider: the power of my
own memory is not understood by me, and yet apart from it I cannot even
name myself ” (Conf. 10, 8). However elusive and changeable, memory
seemed to Augustine a prison because there was no “self ” to be located
apart from it. Whereas some scholars, including Christian Gnostics, had
described the materiality of the body as a prison within which the mind or
soul was trapped, seeking escape to a more ethereal existence, for Augustine the mind was the self ’s own prison.
This conﬁnement was intensiﬁed by the limits of language, which Augustine found an obvious sign of a fallen world. Babel was a metaphor for
the way language, a social construct, separated cultures from one another.
As Augustine commented, a person could more readily hold a “conversation with his dog” than with one speaking another language (CG XIX 7).
Language separated us not only from other cultures but from the external
world, from one another, and from our own experience—none of which
could be known as they were but only as we described them to ourselves
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in words. Trapped within the forms of language, we were encased in layers
of separation, with access, through memory, of only a mediated, conventionalized account of our own lives.
Moving outward from self, Augustine recognized that language was
also a tool of public power. Once, in the quest for a successful career, he
had taught rhetoric to young lawyers and learned to treat language as
a weapon to be manipulated to achieve legal victories. Foreshadowing
George Orwell, he also noted that the manipulability of language also
made it a powerful tool for political domination. Therefore, paradoxically,
the diversity of languages in the world, a punishment and a sign of sin because it was a sign of division, was also a gift: language difference, which
could be overcome only by conquest, by “outpourings of human blood”
(CG XIX 7), at least obstructed totalizing power.
Given his analysis of both self and language, Augustine refused to adopt
Rome’s conﬁdence that reason, whose dictates were always expressed in
the forms of language, could be a dependable source of truth, and therefore of justice. Since human knowledge of the world was always incomplete, no judge could conﬁdently tell the guilty from the innocent: knowledge of the truth at the factual, evidentiary level is always uncertain, as
is knowledge of the defendant’s conscience; moreover, inevitable human
ignorance also precluded certain knowledge at the initial propositional
level of deﬁning reasoned standards. Later Catholic thinkers, most notably Thomas Aquinas, would elaborate a theory of natural law based on
the supposed congruence between nature, human reason, and the mind
of God. Luther’s dramatic repudiation of that natural-law tradition of
“reason” represented a return to Augustine’s conviction that no effort to
“know” what reason requires can ever escape the initial problems of sin,
language, self, and power.
Thus, power over others, Augustine thought, was never wholly legitimated by “reason.” Instead, the existence of power relationships was a
problem, not a solution. He believed the problem was located deep in the
recesses of memory, in habits of ﬁnding inner peace and satisfaction by
making demands on others (as in the simple example of the infant demanding food from the mother). Before people quite knew what had happened, the habit of using others for the material goods of the world became deeply engrained. Forms of legalized servitude were only obvious
examples of such daily objectiﬁcation. In effect, Augustine identiﬁed the
problem of alienating commodiﬁcation long before Marx, and he recognized it as a pervasive sin of social life.
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The longing for inner peace became a struggle not just for material
goods but for knowledge that can ease doubt and nagging uncertainty. To
satisfy this form of hunger people latched onto propositional truths, to
human linguistic formulations, and proudly defended them as complete
truth. As with all human formulations, such truths were destined to be
partial; but the longing for certainty was so great that, habitually, people
took partial and contingent truths to be whole truths and then proclaimed
them with pride.
Extended outward, habits of proud self-assertion became the habit of
dominion in household and polity. Pride “hates a fellowship of equality
under God, and wishes to impose its own dominion upon its equals” (CG
XIX 12), and that quest for dominion, justiﬁed by reason, became social
habit. Although Augustine warmly described the possibility of true sociability within families and among friends, he refused (unlike later naturallaw theorists) to ﬁnd in that sociability the justiﬁcation for political authority or inequality. Liberty, Augustine insisted, “belongs to man’s nature,” and servitude was “introduced by sin.” It was thus “that God created
man . . . not man over man, but man over the beast” (CG XIX 15). Hierarchy, rulership, and legalized relations of power, like property and forms of
servitude, might be inevitable in a fallen world, but they were still a sign of
sin, a “bad habit” in the deepest sense.
Although habits seemed to be habits before they were self-conscious
choice, their repetition was always, Augustine insisted, an act of free will.
Moreover, habits could be broken. New beginnings were possible. In
this promise, which was the promise of grace, Augustinian paradoxes
abounded; sin and grace were inextricably interrelated in the process of
redemption, a process that undercut all arguments for Roman justice. For
example, Augustine argued, the same remembered inner peace that came
from satisfying physical hunger was a real peace, an undeniable “good,”
even though it was also a source of sin. Augustine drove the point home
with his description of Cacus, the mythological half-human monster who
lived alone in a cave that “reeked with the blood of recent butchery,”
butchery of all the people he had devoured. Even Cacus, Augustine said,
loved peace; the inner harmony he achieved by gnawing on human ﬂesh
was a real harmony (CG XIX 12). The restless search to renew inner peace
usually led people to further predations and then elaborate self-certainties,
but the same search might instead lead toward recognizing the pervasive
gaps and errors in human knowledge. At that point the mind began to
recognize itself, not through proud commitment to false certainties but
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rather through its own awareness of error. As Augustine stated in a passage
elusively foreshadowing Descartes: “For if I am mistaken, I exist. . . . And
since, if I am mistaken it is certain that I exist, how can I be mistaken in
supposing that I exist?” (CG XI 26).
In a parallel move, remembered contentment based on material satisfaction pressed itself forward as demand for future happiness; yet the future held only the stark reality of death, one’s inevitable end within the
terms of the perishable world. Confronting the reality of death might occasion just more frantic greed for wealth and power, but it could instead
occasion a deeper move back, so to speak, to real origins, to the fact that
we are not our own creator but rather the creature of a Creator God.
Thus, the self, driven by its own remembered satisfactions, might ﬁnd itself encountering the reality of God. Moreover, in Christ through grace,
that encounter with the Creator was an encounter with boundless love
and mercy, not reason and justice. People experienced their own “justiﬁcation” (salvation) not through the norms of justice (by which all were
equally condemned) but only through the inﬁnite, freely given self-sacriﬁce of Christ.
At that point the memory of the past, which seemed to imprison the
self, became, paradoxically, a source of freedom: moving back through
memory, by confession, people could take responsibility for themselves—
in effect, “recollect” themselves from earlier dispersion in the world, from
misdirected loves and false certainties. Then selﬂess humility ﬁnally replaced the prideful claim of self-mastery, so that even where the world
allowed dominion, as with the father’s role in the household, the actual relationship was transformed: in the household of one who lives by faith,
“even those who command are the servants of those whom they seem to
command. For it is not out of any desire for mastery that they command;
rather, they do so from a dutiful concern for others: not out of pride in
ruling, but because they love mercy” (CG XIX 14). Thus, whereas external
relations of power remained and, as structures, could not be redeemed,
the individuals destined to live within those structures could be redeemed
through grace.
That individual transformation held the key to the Augustinian critique
of reasoned justice. Conversion, which occurred through grace, confession, and the gradual release of old habits, was a redirection of desire, not
its obliteration. Cupiditas became caritas—still “desire” but now a desire
transformed into the selﬂess, boundless love of God and neighbor exempliﬁed by Christ. This redirection of love healed the old Roman conﬂict
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between duty and desire, between reason and passion. The human will realigned with God’s through Christ meant boundless love, a “desire” that
was also the only possible deﬁnition of Christian “duty,” or justice.
The key question about the self became, then, not the rigor of one’s
reasoned virtue but the direction of one’s love. Extended outward, this
emphasis on love meant, ﬁrst, that the Roman deﬁnition of a commonwealth explained nothing because it did not address the question of love.
Many disreputable groups met the Roman deﬁnition of commonwealth,
Augustine pointed out. A robber band might join together in unity of
interest and develop reasoned norms of “right” for allocating plunder,
thereby constituting a commonwealth. Robber bands earned our contempt not because of any irrationality or injustice in their distributional
norms but because of the deﬁciency in what they loved. That same deﬁciency might exist in a powerful nation:
The band itself is made up of men; it is governed by the authority of a ruler;
it is bound together by a pact of association; and the loot is divided according to an agreed law. If, by the constant addition of desperate men, this
scourge grows to such a size that it acquires territory, establishes a seat of
government, occupies cities and subjugates people, it assumes the name of
kingdom more openly. For the name is now manifestly conferred upon it
not by the removal of greed, but by the addition of impunity. (CG IV 4)

Augustine maintained that Rome, despite its size and legalized administrative bureaucracy, was not inherently a better polity than that of a robber band. The deﬁnition of a “people,” he said, should be a multitude
“bound together by a common agreement as to the objects of its love.”
Therefore, to discover the character of a commonwealth one must look
not to its norms of justice but to “what it loves. . . . the better the objects
. . . the better the people; and the worse the objects, the worse the people”
(CG XIX 24). Qualitative judgment, therefore, could only result from a
nuanced analysis of cultural values, not of formal law, and Augustine’s
own description of Rome was itself nuanced, ﬁlled with shades of gray.
Augustine assumed that a government of people liberated from selﬁshness by their love of God and neighbor would be superior to governance
by people still enslaved to love of self. (Thus, following an Augustinian impulse, early New Englanders required that voters be church members, having shown evidence of conversion.) Nevertheless, Augustine disavowed
hope of a Christianized, redeemed polity. Moreover, despite his careful
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attention to Rome’s political history, Augustine never considered true enslavement to be personal servitude or enslavement to bad government but
rather enslavement to sin. Thus, the “good man, though a slave, is free; the
wicked, though he reigns, is a slave . . . to as many masters as he has vices”
(CG IV 3).
The problem with the implicitly retributive Ciceronian account of justice, however, was not just deﬁnitional. It lay instead in Augustine’s absolute (some would say maddening) insistence that justice be deﬁned strictly
in Christian terms, an insistence that led to a radical separation between
divine justice and human law. Divine justice related to human law only in
the structural sense that every instance of ownership or domination was a
sign of God’s retribution, a sign that all were condemned in this world
never to escape the effect of sin and therefore condemned to live in conditions of inequality, under some form of political rule. As originally created, no person was “the slave either of another man or of sin” (CG XIX
15), but servitude was now tragically embedded in human life.
That structural reality, however, did not mean that the human exercise
of justice was ever a reﬂection of God’s justice or that God’s justice was explicable in human terms. Many Christians, inﬂuenced by classical culture,
have wanted to see exactly such an analogical correspondence: God’s law
and human law both impose reasonable demands and then inﬂict punishment as a “just” response to the freely willed refusal to obey. The later Augustine repudiated the correspondence. Indeed, he pointed out that God
distributed political power with ﬂagrant randomness, “to both good men
and bad,” for reasons “hidden from us” (CG IV 33)—just as the good often
suffered while the bad ﬂourished with outrageous impunity. Although
these distributions seemed arbitrary and therefore unjust in human terms,
that very “injustice” precluded our supposing that the powerful and
wealthy had triumphed because God favored their virtue. So too, political
and military successes were unconnected to divine justiﬁcation. This reality served to admonish the childish desire for worldly rewards from God
and also operated to check the equally childish tendency to idolize power,
to give it the ultimate trust and allegiance that it falsely claimed for itself.
Legalized worldly power and Christian justice, in Augustinian terms,
were thus unrelated terms, existing in different realms. Augustine’s conception of Christian redemption underscored the unbridgeable gap between them. The Roman model deﬁned the nature of justice to be about
the defense of boundaries, a defense inevitably couched in terms of exclusions and limitations. Such exclusions, however, were contradicted by the
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only example of divine justice that God held out to imperfect humanity:
an example not of retribution (by which all would be justly condemned to
exclusion) but of Christ’s boundless, merciful love. Christ’s own “justice”
in relation to the believer was not about rights—measured, bounded entitlements and exclusions—but about radically unlimited inclusion.
A person conscious of redemption through Christ experienced, therefore, a reciprocal humility and spirit of forgiveness, not a commitment
to the norms of retribution by which he or she would have been condemned. Thus, neither the structural reality of sin in the world nor the
radical nature of grace could be captured by reasoned human norms. The
relation of earthly justice to the justice that prevailed in the City of God,
which was the justice of unbounded love, was a relation of antithesis, not
analogy.
An Augustinian Christian judge, therefore, faces a wrenching quandary,
posed especially starkly by criminal prosecutions. The act of judging and
sentencing perpetuates the usurpations of political dominion and runs
counter to the spirit of forgiveness that should ﬁll the heart of the godly
judge. Nevertheless, Augustine afﬁrmed, love of neighbor also requires
that peace be kept in the earthly city, and that peace is threatened by criminality. Therefore, a person who answers the “claims of human society”
by judging should not on that account alone be considered wicked (CG
XIX 6).
How, then, should judging be done? Obviously there are no easy answers, but it is tempting to look to Augustine’s own experience as a bishop
for hints. Although the precise reach of his civil jurisdiction is uncertain,
bishops’ ecclesiastical tribunals were often preferred to the slower and
more corrupt legal courts, and Augustine was authorized to hand down
sentences of ﬁnes and ﬂoggings, as well as ecclesiastical punishments, and
heard disputes involving property contract, slavery, theft, and murder.
As bishop he also oversaw church members and those in orders, a responsibility that, like other Christians of the period, he viewed in familylike communal terms—the line seemed to blur between the communalism
of the church as household, on the one hand, and civil authority, on the
other.4
In judging the legitimacy of corrective action, Augustine’s standard was
the elusive one of “love.” He used metaphors of a physician’s efforts to heal
(a comparison that he also used to describe the effect of grace, as a “healing” of division) and of familial protective correction. He often quoted 2
Thessalonians 3:15, “I do not mean to treat him as an enemy, but reprove
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him as a brother,” and he saw his task as described by 1 Thessalonians
15:14–15: “Rebuke those who are unruly, comfort the apprehensive, care for
the weak, be patient with everyone. See that nobody render to someone
evil for evil.” The legitimacy of punishment was thus determined not by
norms of retribution but by the spirit of the sentencer—control of sin
should be an act of love and service, not self-righteousness. Augustine
himself agonized over his own doubts:
I doubt that many have become better for fear of impending punishment,
or have gone away worse. . . . If you punish people you may ruin them. If
you leave them unpunished, you may ruin others. I admit that I make mistakes in this matter every day. . . . What trembling, what darkness. (Ep. 95.3)

As pastor Augustine preferred to deal privately with infractions that were
not yet publicly known, even in serious cases like murder, and at least
within the religious community advised following the sequence outlined
in Matthew 18:15–18: those who sin should ﬁrst be confronted alone and
“regained” as members of the community; only if they are stubborn
should others be brought as witnesses; public community action would
follow only if absolutely necessary.
Evidence suggests that Augustine was more tolerant of sins of passion
than those of calculated self-interest and looked more to motive and
moral effect than to formal legal deﬁnitions, but Augustine was careful to
know Roman law and sometimes urged strict enforcement—as with legislation forbidding slave traders from stealing African children, a practice
usually protected by corrupt public ofﬁcials. Augustine defended church
sanctuary (at the time important for debtors faced with high taxes) and
urged the appointment of ofﬁcials (defensores) whose role was to protect
the legal rights of the poor, arguably an early version of publicly funded
legal aid. For punishment, Augustine generally urged mere verbal admonition, and reconciliation whenever possible, without bloodshed. He nevertheless ordered ﬂoggings with some frequency, but not with the commonly used lead-tipped whips; and he pleaded against the death penalty,
which foreclosed the possibility of redemption (ep. 100.2), although he
recognized the polity’s authority to impose it.
Despite some positions now viewed as “progressive,” however, Augustine was not simply a cuddly bishop who helped to humanize Roman law.
His views on the role of criminal punishment were complex and, some
would argue, contradictory. At one level, he seemed to suggest that crimi-
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nal prosecution was justiﬁed only by deterrence—by the need to keep an
always fragile civil peace. In his role as bishop, however, Augustine saw
himself as required to name and confront sin, not just offer forgiveness.
Since awareness of sin was part of the process of redemption, Christians
were obliged to offer familial “correction” to each other, and those in ecclesiastical ofﬁces were sometimes required formally and publicly to apply sanctions. The correct spirit was a merciful desire for community instruction and the sinner’s reconciliation. Within his quasi-civil jurisdiction, Augustine seemed to extend the notion of Christian correction to
civil prosecutions, implying that the polity’s law (however crudely) served
a valuable function in helping to instill an awareness of sin (epp. 153,
185, 134). In seeming to draw this correspondence between (communal)
church procedure and (retributive) civil justice, Augustine was, with typical paradox, suggesting a relationship that at another level remained utterly antithetical.
The difﬁculty in interpreting Augustine was never clearer than during
the early colonial period in America. The Reformation had brought Augustinian political thought to the fore, supplanting Catholic conﬁdence in
natural law, and in their New Eden many colonists, in Augustinian terms,
felt a new freedom from past, imprisoning “habits” of domination and
structures of servitude. That impulse toward realizing, in concrete form,
a new Christian communitarian liberty, however, coexisted with dark
and very Augustinian ironies. Like the Roman colonies Augustine had described, the Americans would build their new empire on a foundation of
bloody conquest and would sometimes ﬁnd themselves strengthening, not
weakening, the alienating, commodifying boundaries (often of race) by
which they justiﬁed using others for their own material needs.5
Colonists found, moreover, that even their best-intentioned Augustinian sensibilities led in wildly different directions, often with resulting conﬂict, not peace. The Mennonites sought separated communities altogether
unsullied by the coercive legalities of the earthly city; the same communal
practices of forgiveness and reconciliation Augustine advocated wholly replaced law.
Some Rhode Island Baptists, banished from Massachusetts Bay, interpreted Christian liberty to mean a ﬂamboyant freedom utterly unfettered
by law. Under Roger Williams’s guidance, however, Rhode Island eventually enacted a legal code as necessary to contain sin but scrupulously
avoided any claimed connection between secular law and Christian legitimacy; individuals could be redeemed, but never the polity. By contrast,
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most New England communities, seeking greater divine legitimacy, used
many of the speciﬁcs of Old Testament law as a primary source and limit,
but they did so in complex interrelationship with a household model of
Christian communal oversight, clergy arbitration of conﬂict, and paternalistic magistrate discretion. Public criminal penalties, New Englanders
thought, helped to shape conscience, which was a public task, but were incapable of forcing conversion—which, following Augustine, was a (voluntary) transformation of desire and an unearned gift of grace. The most astute New England theologians, however, recognized in New England the
tendency to claim on behalf of reasoned, coerced legality a fusion with
Christian redemption.
In the South, meanwhile, Christian love was invoked expansively to justify an interlocking of household paternalism with discretionary gentry
authority and thereby to justify the most brutal slave laws of the colonies.
Therein, of course, lies the danger: Augustine insisted on love as providing
a limit to what a Christian judge might legitimately do; ironically but easily, love became an excuse for pretending to do God’s own (paternalistic)
justice, a claim totally undercut by Augustine’s monumental effort to show
the ultimately unbridgeable gulf between divine and human justice. Perhaps it is not surprising, therefore, even if paradoxical, that the origins of a
modern return to a retributivist theory of criminal punishment seem to
lie in Immanuel Kant’s pietist Augustinian roots—in the humility of his
acknowledgment that because human ethics can never claim to be a reﬂection of divine law, people must rely on their own unaided human reason.6
As against the complacent cruelties of unbounded paternalistic authority,
retribution seemed to recognize the dignity of both victim and accused.
Augustine had also argued, however, that an inevitably ﬂawed human reason could not cleanse of sin the always inherently illegitimate exercise of
coercive legalized power. As with Cicero, the invocation of reason, like the
invocation of love, can serve to gloss over the real “wretchedness” (CG
XIX 6) of criminal justice realities and the darkness of the judge’s role. Augustine did not offer a solution to that darkness; he only insisted that the
judge stare it in the face and then somehow, with humility, try to proceed
responsibly, with love.
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